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NetIQ Healthcare Solutions: Efficient,
Secure, Compliant
Providing secure and efficient access to patient data for quality healthcare
BUSINESS CHALLENGE

Healthcare providers must
offer efficient access to patient
data, while maintaining
privacy compliance and
patient confidence.

Better IT Leads to Better Healthcare

• Secure mobile and
cloud access to patient
information

As a healthcare provider, you rely on
technology to deliver better patient
outcomes. Emerging technologies help
you to work more efficiently by enabling
faster access to, and sharing of, sensitive
patient information from anywhere, at any
time and with any device. However, these
technologies also complicate the task of
protecting patient information, increasing
your risks of data breach or non-compliance
with privacy mandates and regulations that
govern IT security in healthcare. Patients rely
on you to keep their information secure and
compliant with privacy and data protection
regulations. NetIQ® provides identity, access,
security and governance solutions that
seamlessly support quality patient care.

• Monitoring of suspicious
behavior

Efficient Access and Use of Information

SOLUTION

NetIQ® solutions allow your
organization to access and
secure protected health
information with:
• Advanced authentication to
sensitive data
• Management of roles
and privileges

• Proactive threat
identification
• Continuous compliance
reporting

To offer excellent care, healthcare clinicians
require access to patient health information
and medical records anywhere, anytime,
from any device. You need a single, simple,
secure access method that does not get in
the way of quality care. Healthcare clinicians
often share devices, change roles and
facilities, and move between facilities. This
creates a complex environment of roles and
privileges that you must manage seamlessly
to ensure the efficiency of your clinical staff.
Secure Management of Data
Interoperability, meaningful use and data
sharing are critical in healthcare to improve
care and patient outcomes. This requires

you to share electronic health records
(EHRs) and electronic medical records
(EMRs) effectively and with the confidence
that you are monitoring for suspicious
behavior and guarding against patient data
breaches. You need to identify, detect and
mitigate the risk of threats, improper use
and access, and data breaches in real time.
Continuous Compliance to Regulations
Patient privacy and compliance must be
continuous and automated to be truly
effective. As your infrastructure becomes
more complex, you face new risks with
heavy regulatory fines. Passing an annual
audit is no longer good enough; without
automation the task of compliance is
unattainable. You need to take action
with solutions that ensure information is
secure and compliance is continuous and
automated. Your solutions must enable you
to attest to access and manage privileges
rapidly in a complex environment.

Healthcare Solutions from NetIQ
Provide a Complete Solution
NetIQ solutions provide intelligent identity,
access and monitoring capabilities to enable
faster and simpler security and compliance.
By ensuring your clinicians have the right
access to the resources they need at the
right time, NetIQ supports helping you
improve patient care and outcomes. These
capabilities provide the confidence your
patients expect and allow you to deliver the
information to meet regulatory compliance.

NetIQ helps you more easily manage
IT complexity, reduce organizational
risk and deliver quality patient care
today and tomorrow, regardless of
infrastructure—physical, virtual, cloud,
mobile, outsourced and more.

NetIQ is your partner in the delivery of
intelligent, identity-powered security,
access and compliance management.
Below are just a few of our solutions
and some healthcare organizations
that have succeeded by using them.

Products
Identity Management

Access Management

NetIQ Identity Manager
delivers cloud-ready identity
management for ensuring the
right resources go to the right
people at the right time.

NetIQ Access Manager™
delivers efficient and
productive federated single
sign-on for all your web and
cloud applications.

• Management of roles and
privileges

• Single sign-on to all
applications

• Management to least
privilege
• Consistency of identity

• Advanced authentication
to sensitive data and
prescriptions

• Management of rapidly
changing roles

• Self-service password
management

• Attestation of access and use

• Secure mobile and cloud
access to patient information

Security Management
NetIQ Sentinel™ delivers the
security intelligence to quickly
detect and disrupt threats to
information assets.
• Proactive identification of
EMR or EHR threats
• Monitoring for suspicious
behavior
• Defense against future
attacks and breaches

Please follow this link
to additional customer
success stories:
https://www.netiq.com/
success/#healthcare

NetIQ Change Guardian™ proactively identifies and responds
to unmanaged changes that
could lead to security breaches
or failed audits.
• Standard configuration
management
• Monitoring for unapproved
changes
NetIQ Secure Configuration
Manager™ helps manage risk
and enforce compliance.
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